
Recommendations and tips to access FINANCIAL TIMES 
 

Use ft.com/uc3m to sign up for your FT.com account if you haven’t already. We recommend 

going through the FT.com Tour to get started. 

 

 

Content Recommendations: 

● Add Topics (e.g. Sustainability), Countries/Regions (e.g. Spain or Europe), Industries 

(e.g. Insurance), and Editors (see Editors & Columns section below) to your myFT 

● Markets Data lets you view the latest stock market data: live share and stock prices, 

FTSE 100 index and equities, currencies, bonds, and commodities performance. 

○ View, analyse, and compare specific securities by accessing Markets Data | 

Equities, and searching for the companies you’re interested in 

● Free Lunch is your weekly guide to the global economic policy debate, written by 

Martin Sandbu, our European Economics commentator 

○ Moral Money is our newsletter covering ESG, impact investing and sustainable 

finance 

 

 

Editors & Columns: 

● Isabel Berwick, is the FT's Working It correspondent covering hot topics in post-

pandemic work-life, you can also follow her on Twitter 

● Not a specific editor, but Lunch with the FT is a fascinating insight into the 

professional experiences of leading cultural and business figures 

● Check out this Road to Net Zero Special Report, they're planned until the end of 2024 

● The Behind the Money podcast takes you inside the business and financial stories of 

the moment. Here's our Podcasts page 

 

 

Recommendations to make consuming the FT more intentional: 

● Burgundy tags indicate a news piece, and Blue tags indicate an opinion piece from 

our editors. By seeking out specific types of content, it can help frame your reading in 

a more engaging and structured way 

● Use the FT App to supplement your desktop experience, and whilst on the move. If 

your eyes are busy, we've got an Audio Articles feature, so you can still listen and 

engage with content that way 

● Make use of features like Highlighting to identify important parts of articles, and 

engage with content in a more strategic way 

 

 

Included alongside your subscription is FT Live, our events platform.  

 

We have a number of free events including Financing sustainable development in emerging 

markets. 
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